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MANDAL MAPS
BHONGIRI MANDAL TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP
MOTUKURU MANDAL TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP
MUNUGODU MANDAL TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP
NAKEREKALLU MANDAL TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP
PEDDAPUR MANDAL TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP
RAMANAPET MANDAL TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP

[Map showing various places such as Gopakur, Anamanakere, Somavarapun, Pungapadu, Kurall, Rachakonda, Indrapuram, Veera, Devavalli, etc. with arrows and lines indicating connections.]
SURYAPET MANDAL TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP

- Suryapet
- Amma Anarram
- Kuchimanchi
- Manulla Yaga
- Radhakrishna
- Naga Padu
- Valla Mella
- Patnapadu
- REPPADOM
- Nulla Yala
NAKEREKALLU MANDAL TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP